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Across
10. author of The Art of Tatting 1910
12. chain tatted without RW
15. mignonette netting
20. ovoid tatted element
21. faux tatting with double ended hooks
23. aka node stitch
24. tool for joining
25. ila frost's favorite tatting
30. arc-shaped tatted element
32. 2 colors
35. one color
36. under stitch
37. self closing mock ring
39. four rings no spsacebetween them = x formation
41. cluny
44. reverse work
46. turn work head to toe
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52. tatter with OAM
55. 3 tatted rings no space between them
56. ring has shuttle thread wrapped repeatedly around it
60. hole surrounded by thread
61. space of thread left = to length of picot
63. shades of one color thread
Down
1. aka jk
2. thread with multiple distinct colors
3. trefoil with larger middle ring
4. ds
5. German = tatting
6. node stitch
7. 3 dimensional cylindrical tatted element
8. Fr = lace
9. tatting over multiple core threads
11. spanish = tatting
13. shuttle butt with...
14. short for cloverleaf
16. traditional join pulling thread up thru picot
17. double stitch
18. "wrapped" not tatted
19. Dollfus-Mieg et Cie, famous thread company
22. aka ring
26. "not" tatting
27. rw
28. only tatter to patent a tatting technique
29. dover reprints this early french tatter's work
31. tat from center out or row to row without cutting the thread
33. continuous thread method
34. lark's head picot join
38. death grip tatting
40. join made with shuttle thread which anchors work in place
41. modern join to enhance look of tatting pulling thread down thru the picot
42. halfstitch
43. I live to ...
45. designer of JTN
47. Jiffy Tatting Needles
48. encapsulating
49. ss
50. lacemaking
51. 1,2, tie my shoe stunt
53. petite ring
54. tatted tallie
57. half tatted half wrapped
58. aka node stitch
59. jk
62. cluny
63. a fun place for tatters to learn and share

65 of 100 words were placed into the puzzle.
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